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Living With Stone
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
This book offers a broad and comprehensive catalogue of contemporary uses of natural stone in private
homes, public buildings and public spaces, with particular emphasis on both traditional and modern
applications.
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Surprising Architecture Ibiza
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The fascinating houses shown in this book reflect the variety of possibilities of Mediterranean architecture. The
book contains a selection of houses with their own charm.
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Home Extended
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The illustrated book Home Extended shows in more than 300 images the variety of extended residential
architecture.
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Mini Homes
Simone Schleifer

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Simone Schleifer edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
The projects presented in Mini Homes are a source of inspiration for those who want to make the most of a
small space or limited plot, as well as for those on a tight budget who do not want to give up their dream.
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Wood Houses
Simone Schleifer

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Simone Schleifer edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
Wood Houses documents wood as a building material in residential houses supported by architects plans and
over a hundred interior and exterior photos.
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Contemporary Houses
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
This book shows a compilation of fantastic residential projects with interior and exterior views, descriptions
and sketches.
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Exclusive Architecture & Innovative Design
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
House design is evolving fast following trends and the needs of our society. There is always a myriad of
design schemes to meet diverse requirements; in other words, there is never a single solution to make the
most of a living space. This book explores contemporary design and exclusive architecture.
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Houses - Residential Architecture
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The design of your own home depends on its environment, climate, and location. Here you will find various
examples of this, combined with materials, technologies and construction methods.
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Natural Stone Houses
Simone Schleifer

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Simone Schleifer edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
Natural Stone Houses show current and modern architectural examples for the use of natural stone, earth and
concrete.
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Instant Houses
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The Instant Houses photo book shows in more than 450 photos the variety of beautiful prefabricated houses.
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Tree Houses
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
Whether hotel, playhouse, workplace or retreat in the tree, everything is possible. This is shown by this title
with a large selection of tree houses that use not only the traditional tree house form but also modern
architectural language.
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City Houses
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The City Houses illustrated book shows in more than 450 images the variety of houses in the city.
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Tiny Homes
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The illustrated book Tiny Homes shows in more than 300 impressive images the variety of small homes.
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Prefab Architecture
Aitana Lleonart

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Aitana Lleonart edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
In this book the variety of prefabricated construction systems in modern architecture is illustrated.
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Art Nouveau: Paris, Bruxelles, Barcelona
Thomas Hauffe

Contributor Bio
Dr. Thomas Hauffe is an art historian. He wrote his doctorate on the "New German Design" of the 1980s and
has published numerous articles on the history of design and art.

Summary
With Art Nouveau there developed a new, international style under various names in the architecture and
handicrafts from the 1880s onwards that sought to replace the forms of historicism with plant ornamentation
and functional construction. A comprehensive reform of the arts that produced rich floral ornaments in Paris
and Brussels and became an expression of national identity in Barcelona. This volume illuminates the origins
of this current and its manifestations in France, Belgium, and Spain.
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Italian Renaissance Architecture
Marco Bussagli

Contributor Bio
Art historian Marco Bussagli is professor at Rome's Fine Arts Academy and has taught as an adjunct professor
at the architectural faculty of Romes's La Sapienza Universtiy.

Summary
The architecture of the Italian Renaissance, theorized by artists such as Filippo Brunelleschi and Leon Battista
Alberti, influenced styles and trends of the following centuries throughout Europe and beyond. This volume
offers a comprehensive compilation of Italian Renaissnace architecture, richly documented, illustrated,
arranged by region, and includes a glossary.
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Gaudi
Marina Linares

Contributor Bio
Art historian, writer and artist Dr. Marina Linares is known through her numerous publications.

Summary
Antoni Gaudí's architecture is unique and has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Impressive
forms, rich colors, and ingenious structural solutions create syntheses of natural inspiration and technical
innovation, of styles both historic and contemporary, and of Gaudí's own original genius.
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Smart Interiors
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The illustrated book Smart & Small Interiors shows in more than 300 impressive images the variety of designs
of small living areas.
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Kitchens
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
This beautifully illustrated book offers you a wide selection of the most varied examples of modern kitchen
design trends, along with exciting decorative solutions to help you get the most out of your kitchen design.
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New Ideas for the Home
Simone Schleifer

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Simone Schleifer edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
This book contains practical ideas that make the most of every room in your apartment or house.
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Exclusive Interiors
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
This shows in more than 450 images the variety of modern interior architecture.
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Small Lofts
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The illustrated book Small Lofts shows in more than 300 images a variety of small lofts.
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Ethno Architecture & Interiors
Aitana Lleonart

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Aitana Lleonart edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
Ethno Architecture & Interiors shows facets of faraway cultures from countries like Africa, Indonesia, China,
Japan and South America which are reflected in different interiors.
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Modern Garden Design
Simone Schleifer

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Simone Schleifer edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
This book not only presents all kinds of green spaces in private and public areas, it also gives tips for the
design and planning of a garden or a planted space outdoors.
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Bamboo
Simone Schleifer

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Simone Schleifer edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
Bamboo has gained the name of “plant steel” in the fi eld of construction. Since ancient times, it has been
widely used in Asia and Latin America. For many years bamboo had lost its role as a construction material in
parts of the world where it grows indigenously due to an increase in the use of more modern material. It was
gradually replaced by concrete, steel and wood and became known as a “poor man’s wood.” Thanks to the
research and design carried out by key worldwide architects and engineers in recent decades, this attractive
natural material is being reconsidered as a construction and basic design material. This book features
international examples of current projects where bamboo has been used as the main material.
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Ecological Inspirations
Simone Schleifer

Contributor Bio
During her time working for an international publisher in Barcelona, Simone Schleifer edited numerous
architectural books.

Summary
In the form of sketches, material proposals and design examples for interior and exterior use, Ecological
Inspirations shows exciting buildings that propose sustainable ecological solutions.
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Art Africa
Franziska Bolz

Contributor Bio
Franziska Bolz is an ethnologist, art historian and curator. Her current focus is contemporary subjects and East
African art.

Summary
The common ground of these expressive objects is their African origin. However, little is known about the
artists who created them. On their journey through space and time the context in which these works of art
must be seen has changed and thus their meaning has, too. Here they are brought together in a fascinating
panorama of African art.
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Japanese Woodcuts
Olaf Mextorf

Contributor Bio
Bonn-based art historian Olaf Mextorf is as an art educator and a freelance writer and works with a number
of art and cultural institutions along the Rhine.

Summary
This book contains more than 350 masterworks of artists such as Hiroshite, Utamaro, Harunobu, Eisen, and
Hokusai, all from the collections of the Victoria & Albert Museum.
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Hermitage Museum
Hajo Duechting

Contributor Bio
Hajo Duechting was an art historian, artist, and author, known through his numerous publications.

Summary
The precious collection of paintings has established the Hermitage’s reputation as one of the most important
museums in the world, but the architectural ensemble on the banks of the Neva is also a masterpiece of world
architecture. This magical triad of important paintings, treasures from around the world, and architecture
attracts an ever-growing stream of visitors each year to St. Petersburg, a city full of wonders shaped by its
rich history.
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The National Gallery London
Uta Hasekamp

Contributor Bio
Art historian Uta Hasekamp edits and translates publications related to the history of art and writes, in
particular, on older art and horticulture.

Summary
The National Gallery in London has been showing paintings owned by the British nation since 1824. Among
the focal points of the collection are paintings from the late Middle Ages, the Italian Renaissance, and the
Dutch Baroque, which, like British painting from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, are represented
with top works in one of the world's most important galleries.
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Louvre
Martina Padberg

Contributor Bio
Martina Padberg is an art historian and works as a freelance curator and writer. Her exhibitions and
numerous publications are focused mainly on modern art.

Summary
In the Louvre you can find European masterpieces among the varied magnificent collections. This virtual tour
through the museum shows these masterpieces alongside lesser known treasures. Whether they are grand
historic works, touching votive paintings, extravagant still lifes, or intimate portraits—they all have a story to
tell about our world in historic times.
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Musee d'Orsay
Guillaume Morel

Contributor Bio
Guillaume Morel is a journalist, historian, and author of numerous books.

Summary
Celebrated the world over for its impressionist masterpieces, the Orsay museum keeps thousands of
paintings, sculptures, and decorative art from the greatest artists of the second half of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Rediscover the 300 most beautiful works of the Musée d'Orsay within the historical,
aesthetic, and stylistic context of the time of Gustave Courbet to Paul Gauguin, van Gogh to Claude Monet,
Auguste Renoir, Edgar Degas, Gustave Caillebotte, Berthe Morisot, Edouard Manet, Paul Cézanne, or Maurice
Denis.
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Prado
Marina Linares

Contributor Bio
Art historian, writer and artist Marina Linares is known through her numerous publications.

Summary
The Museo del Prado not only houses the largest collection of Spanish painting from the fifteenth century to
the nineteenth century, but also represents an entire history of the classical art of western Europe—the
exquisite treasures of the royal collections, featuring a wide variety of masters, regions, styles, and genres.
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Flemish & Dutch Baroque Painting
Uta Hasekamp

Contributor Bio
Art historian Uta Hasekamp edits and translates publications related to the history of art and writes, in
particular, on older art and horticulture.

Summary
Even though it was a time of near financial ruin in Flanders, Baroque art flourished during this period thanks
to the patronage of an arts-minded aristocracy. Meanwhile, the Dutch had become rich from trade and the
desire for art found its way into almost every social class in the Netherlands. The naturalistic traditions shared
by the two halves of the Low Countries experienced a renaissance of their own at this time.
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Baroque 1600-1780
Kristina Menzel, Ruth Dangelmaier, Uta Hasekamp, K...

Contributor Bio
Kristina Menzel is an art historian specializing in the art of the Netherlands. She has been working in the
publishing industry for many years and lives in the Rhineland. / Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked
for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with her family in Cologne. / Art historian Uta
Hasekamp edits and translates publications related to the history of art and writes, in particular, on older art
and horticulture. / Katrin Hoeller is an art historian, author and editor. She has been working for numerous
publishers for many years. / Dr. Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His
publications cover a variety of cultural subjects.

Summary
The baroque period spanned the whole of Europe from 1600 to 1780. Beginning with Italian artists who
brought drama to painting through dynamic compositions and pronounced contrasts between light and dark,
the baroque was later exported by countless artists to their own countries, where the new style developed in
very different ways. With its monumental historical paintings and magnificent portraits, catering to sovereign
desires for splendor and demonstrations of both secular and religious power, the baroque rose to become the
style of European court art. The latest phase of the baroque, known as rococo, began in about 1720 and was
characterized by an increased sense of playfulness and intimacy. With more than 450 works, Baroque
presents an overview of the most important paintings of the baroque period.
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Mosaic
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Dr. Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
For thousands of years and in many cultures people have been inspired by mosaics. Whether the stylistically
reduced pebble mosaics of the Greeks or the golden splendor of the Byzantine churches – their stylistic
diversity is just as great as the diversity of the materials used. With more than 200 illustrations, this volume
shows the impressive range of this art form.
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Gothic 1200-1500
Uta Hasekamp

Contributor Bio
Art historian Uta Hasekamp edits and translates publications related to the history of art and writes, in
particular, on older art and horticulture.

Summary
Painting from 1200 to 1500 is a mirror of its time, marked by deep religiousness as well as progressive
tendencies, by economic prosperity as well as devastating wars and epidemics. A religious perspective is
joined by secular themes and motives and efforts to achieve a realistic way of representation. These
developments take place in book illumination, which is accessible to rather few people, as well as in the public
medium of frescoes and, since around 1300, also in panel paintings. With around 500 works, Gothic gives an
overview of the visual art of the time.
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Impressionism 1860-1910
Kristina Menzel, Uta Hasekamp, Daniel Kiecol, Olaf...

Contributor Bio
Kristina Menzel is an art historian specializing in the art of the Netherlands. She has been working in the
publishing industry for many years and lives in the Rhineland. / Art historian Uta Hasekamp edits and
translates publications related to the history of art and writes, in particular, on older art and horticulture. / Dr.
Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of cultural
subjects. / Bonn-based art historian Olaf Mextorf is as an art educator and a freelance writer and works with
a number of art and cultural institutions along the Rhine.

Summary
In the 1860s, a style of painting emerged in Paris which fundamentally called into question the artistic
concepts that had been prevalent in academies up to that time. Impressionist artists such as Monet, Renoir
and Degas now focused on their impression of the moment, which was captured in paintings depicting moods
and light at certain times of the day and of the season, as well as in snapshots of modern life. This new kind
of artistic worldview spread to other countries in Europe and the USA, which in turn produced numerous
Impressionist painters. With more than 450 works, Impressionism presents an overview of the most important
Impressionist paintings.
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Renaissance 1420-1600
Kristina Menzel, Uschi Baetz, Ruth Dangelmaier, Ut...

Contributor Bio
Kristina Menzel is an art historian specializing in the art of the Netherlands. She has been working in the
publishing industry for many years and lives in the Rhineland. / Uschi Baetz works as a teacher in art
education and is the author of numerous art historical texts and books. / Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has
worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with her family in Cologne. / Art historian
Uta Hasekamp edits and translates publications related to the history of art and writes, in particular, on older
art and horticulture. / Dr. Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications
cover a variety of cultural subjects.

Summary
The origin of Renaissance painting lies in Italy. With the return to antiquity, a world view was revived that
enabled man to determine his own existence. In painting, new picture themes developed as well as a new
way of representation oriented towards reality. This naturalism, for its part, was significantly influenced by
Dutch painting from around 1450. With the transition from the 15th to the 16th century, Rome followed
Florence as the centre of the Renaissance. Shortly thereafter, the new style also radiates to other European
countries. In Northern Europe, the Renaissance combined with late medieval currents, which also placed
earthly existence at the centre of attention. Renaissance shows with more than 400 works an overview of the
most important paintings of the Renaissance.
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Italian Renaissance Painting
Ruth Dangelmaier

Contributor Bio
Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with her
family in Cologne.

Summary
The Italian Renaissance is one of the most important eras in Western art. Painters including Masaccio,
Botticelli, Michelangelo, and Titian brought about a fundamental renewal that influenced all of Europe. More
than 50 of the most important artists up to 1600 are presented in this book with more than 270 color
illustrations.
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Hiroshige
Janina Nentwig

Contributor Bio
Janina Nentwig is an art historian and works as a freelance writer and scientist. Her numerous publications
are mainly focused on classic modern art.

Summary
Hiroshige is one of the most important artists of the Japanese woodblock print and is considered a master of
“ukiyo-e,” the “pictures of the floating world.” His evocative illustrations show mainly landscapes and scenes
from the capital Edo, today’s Tokyo. Nearly 200 images immerse the viewer in the world of nineteenth-century
Japan.
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Hokusai
Olaf Mextorf

Contributor Bio
Bonn-based art historian Olaf Mextorf is as an art educator and a freelance writer who works with a number
of art and cultural institutions along the Rhine.

Summary
His Great Wave off Kanagawa is the most famous work in East Asian art. Hokusai, a self-confessed eccentric
and obsessive, created with his pictures of the floating world a veritable encyclopedia of Japanese daily life
and thus became a major source for Europeans seeking to understand the art and culture of Japan.
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Jan Vermeer
Kristina Menzel

Contributor Bio
Kristina Menzel is an art historian specializing in the art of the Netherlands. She has been working in the
publishing industry for many years and lives in the Rhineland.

Summary
Vermeer’s Girl with the Pearl Earring is almost as famous as Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. And yet the life
and work of the painter remains as enigmatic as ever. This volume shows Vermeer’s small oeuvre and puts it
into the context of Dutch genre painting of the seventeenth century.
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Rubens
Katrin Guenther

Contributor Bio
Katrin Guenther is an art historian and author. After working for many years in an art book publishing
house, she now works as a freelancer for numerous publishing houses.

Summary
Pathos, nudity, drama: the work of Peter Paul Rubens always tells stories that grab your attention. Whether
portraits or scenes from mythology and religion, no other master of his era created so overpowering,
terrifying, and erotic works with a magic all their own, often hidden in the details.
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Tina Haase
Tina Haase, Jens Peter Koerver, Sabine Elsa Muelle...

Contributor Bio
Tina Haase is an artist and professor of architecture at TUM Munich.

Summary
Tina Haase works with trivial things. She hoards, stratifies, compresses, and frees things from their
one-dimensional view. Sculptures, wall objects, drawings, installations,films, and performances are created
with irony and humor, in which things question our self-evidence through astonishing redistribution.
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Cezanne
Hajo Duechting

Contributor Bio
Hajo Duechting was an art historian, artist, and author, known through his numerous publications.

Summary
Few painters are as well-known and admired as Cézanne. His work focuses on subjects popular since the
Renaissance: portraiture, figure studies, landscapes, and still lifes. However, the way the artist transformed
these traditional motifs into an entirely new kind of painting is one of the great achievements of modern art.
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Chaim Soutine
Martina Padberg

Contributor Bio
Martina Padberg is an art historian and works as a freelance curator and writer. Her exhibitions and
numerous publications are focused mainly on modern art.

Summary
Chaim Soutine was an eccentric both in life and on the canvas. His wild painting style inspired many younger
artists and leaves no one who sees his work today cold. His path led from a shtetl in the Russian Empire to
Paris, from bitter poverty to the heights of artistic success. His works include shocking still lifes, unbounded
landscapes, and solemn portraits of people getting by in dark times.
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Claude Monet
Martina Padberg

Contributor Bio
Martina Padberg is an art historian and works as a freelance curator and writer. Her exhibitions and
numerous publications are focused mainly on modern art.

Summary
Claude Monet’s extensive work is revealed in numerous images. He was a painter who like no other moved
perception to the center of his artistic activities. Nature became his own studio. This resulted in fascinating
landscapes of different times and seasons in the mirror of wind and weather.
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Edgar Degas
Martina Padberg

Contributor Bio
Martina Padberg is an art historian and works as a freelance curator and writer. Her exhibitions and
numerous publications are focused mainly on modern art.

Summary
Edgar Degas staged his paintings like a director and developed spectacular perspectives, radical images, and
fleeting spaces. Numerous images of his paintings, pastels, drawings, and sculptures show his sensational
work that was far ahead of its time.
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Edvard Munch
Hajo Duechting

Contributor Bio
Hajo Duechting was an art historian, artist, and author, known through his numerous publications.

Summary
Edvard Munch is the most important Scandinavian artist and a pioneer of Expressionism. With him, the
existential fear, the loneliness of man, and the unpredictability of his feelings are drawn into art. With a novel
and experimental painting technique, Munch demonstrated man's soul-suffering.
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Egon Schiele
Martina Padberg

Contributor Bio
Martina Padberg is an art historian and works as a freelance curator and writer. Her exhibitions and
numerous publications are focused mainly on modern art.

Summary
An eccentric exhibitionist, Egon Schiele documented the discord of his time in furious paintings of people and
self-portraits. Schiele’s artistic universe is ready to be rediscovered with these many illustrations of drawings,
watercolors, graphics, and paintings.
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Gauguin
Armelle Femelat

Contributor Bio
Armelle Femelat is an art historian and author of numerous books.

Summary
As a painter, designer, sculptor, and also a collector of art, Paul Gauguin (1848–1903) was the leader of the
Pont-Aven school and one of the most important post-impressionist painters. Trained in painting by Camille
Pissarro, he developed a novel approach to the expression of shapes and colors. His aesthetic researches took
him to Brittany before luring him to the Pacific isles on a quest for a lost paradise and a wild nature. His
influence on modern painting was to be decisive.
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Gustav Klimt
Janina Nentwig

Contributor Bio
Janina Nentwig is an art historian, a freelance writer, and a scientist. Her numerous publications are mainly
focused on classic modern art.

Summary
Klimt, the most controversial artist of his time, enjoys incomparable popularity to date. This book offers a
fascinating insight into the extensive work of the remarkable artist Gustav Klimt.
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Kirchner
Doris Hansmann

Contributor Bio
Doris Hansmann is an art historian, writer, and editor. She is known through her numerous publications.

Summary
The artistic work of Ernst Ludwig Kirchner (1880–1938) is considered a milestone of international modernism
and the climax of German Expressionism. This volume documents the development of the multi-faceted
oeuvre from the epoch-making nudes of the early Dresden years to the nervously vibrant Berlin metropolitan
images, the depictions of the Davos mountains, and the abstract tendencies of the late work.
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Mondrian
Hajo Duechting

Contributor Bio
Hajo Duechting was an art historian, artist, and author, known through his numerous publications.

Summary
The work of Piet Mondrian is highly eclectic: from impressionist landscapes to cubism and abstracts, in the
final years of his working life. This volume, enriched with images, provides a fascinating analysis of the Dutch
artist’s various artistic phases.
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Paul Klee
Hajo Duechting

Contributor Bio
Hajo Duechting was an art historian, artist, and author, known through his numerous publications.

Summary
Including more than 200 examples of both popular and lesser known works from private collections, this book
captures all periods of Klee’s oeuvre, representing each stylistic metamorphosis and painting technique used
by the artist. The “Klee universe” opens up profoundly in all its depth.
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Paula Modersohn-Becker
Doris Hansmann

Contributor Bio
Doris Hansmann is an art historian, writer, and editor. She is known through her numerous publications.

Summary
Paula Modersohn-Becker (1876–1907), who was entirely unknown during her lifetime, is today regarded as a
pioneer of modernism in Germany. In just a few creative years, an artistic body of work of international
significance emerged from both the secluded artists' village of Worpswede and the seething metropolis of
Paris.
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Pierre Bonnard
Guillaume Morel

Contributor Bio
Guillaume Morel is a journalist, historian, and author of numerous books.

Summary
Classical on account of his subjects, modern on account of his sense of composition, color, and light, the
Nabis painter Pierre Bonnard (1867–1947) followed his path away from the great currents and movements of
the first half of the twentieth century. In more than 250 landscapes, portraits, self-portraits, female nudes,
interior scenes, and still lifes, this monograph gathers most of the artist's work.
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Pissarro
Marina Linares

Contributor Bio
Art historian, writer, and artist Marina Linares is known through her numerous publications.

Summary
The father of impressionists, Camille Pissarro, was groundbreaking for the modern age. Whether it was
painting or graphics, impressionism or pointillism, portraits or the worker genre—his work was extraordinarily
versatile and full of technical and thematic innovations.
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Renoir
Martina Padberg

Contributor Bio
Martina Padberg is an art historian and works as a freelance curator and writer. Her exhibitions and
numerous publications are focused mainly on modern art.

Summary
Pierre-Auguste Renoir put people into the center of his painting. His compositions showed people embracing
the pleasures of life, dancing, and enjoying outings in Paris. He created special atmospheres full of summer
warmth and lightness, which is why Renoir is considered a painter of life's happiest moments.
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Rodin
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
Art was more important than anything else for the founder of modern sculpture, who created sculptures that
would enjoy a lasting renown, including The Kiss, The Thinker, and The Burghers of Calais. These as well as
numerous other sculptures are reproduced here with high-quality photos, showing the whole spectrum of
Rodin’s long and productive career.
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Toulouse-Lautrec
Hajo Duechting

Contributor Bio
Hajo Duechting was an art historian, artist, and author, known through his numerous publications.

Summary
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec recorded unforgettable images of belle-époque Paris in his paintings, lithographs,
and posters. The posters created by the painter and graphic designer for the Moulin Rouge club in Montmartre
remain extremely popular to this day. Some 280 reproductions in this volume immerse the reader into the
delights and horrors of Toulouse-Lautrec’s world.
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Van Gogh
Olaf Mextorf

Contributor Bio
Bonn-based art historian Olaf Mextorf is as an art educator and a freelance writer who works with a number
of art and cultural institutions along the Rhine.

Summary
Misunderstood during his lifetime and branded as “the crazy man with the red hair," Vincent van Gogh is one
of the most famous artists of all time. As one of the founders of modern art he created a unique body of
work, against all odds, which continues to enrapture a worldwide audience.
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Bosch
Ruth Dangelmaier

Contributor Bio
Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with
her family in Cologne.

Summary
The few surviving works by the Dutch artist Hieronymus Bosch are among the most famous icons in art
history. Unique hidden-book-like works of horror, his paintings are populated by monsters and devils, hybrids,
tree and bird people, toads, owls, dragons, and unicorns. The entire cosmos of the ingenious fantasist unfolds
here in a multitude of illustrations and details.
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Botticelli
Ruth Dangelmaier

Contributor Bio
Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with
her family in Cologne.

Summary
Sandro Botticelli (1444/45–1510) numbers among the most important artists of the Italian Renaissance. He
attracted commissions from many of the most powerful figures of the Italian city states, above all the Medici
family, creating works of superlative quality to reflect the self-image held by the elite of his time—and which
still today characterize our concepts of beauty and refinement.
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Caravaggio
Ruth Dangelmaier

Contributor Bio
Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with
her family in Cologne.

Summary
The life and work of Michelangelo Merisi, known as Caravaggio, (1571–1610) is more fascinating than that of
almost any other artist of his time. He overcame the conventions of the Renaissance. He was not interested in
ideal beauty and the exaggeration of reality. His masterful use of light and shadow, as well as the
revolutionary use of sacred and profane themes, renewed painting and made him a pioneer of the Baroque.
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Duerer
Ruth Dangelmaier

Contributor Bio
Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with
her family in Cologne.

Summary
More than 250 works by Albrecht Dürer are reproduced here to give the reader a comprehensive survey of
the life and work of this unique and universal genius in genres ranging from prints and drawings to
watercolors and oil paintings.
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El Greco
Anke von Heyl

Contributor Bio
Anke von Heyl is an art historian and independent consultant and author. She specializes in art education
and works for museums throughout Germany on various visitor education projects.

Summary
Greek artist Domínikos Theotokópoulos, usually referred to as El Greco, is considered one of the most
outstanding artists of the late sixteenth century. He became the main representative of Mannerism in Spain
with an individual style that was unusual and groundbreaking for his time and provided inspiration for
modernists centuries later.
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Leonardo
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
A divine painter and universal genius, Leonardo da Vinci continues to fascinate us almost 500 years after his
death. The works reproduced here allow readers to rediscover the entire spectrum of da Vinci’s prodigious
artistic and scientific oeuvre.
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Tintoretto
Ruth Dangelmaier

Contributor Bio
Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with
her family in Cologne.

Summary
Tintoretto shaped the artistic appearance of his hometown, Venice, like no other Renaissance artist. His works
remain foundational for the European aesthetic. More than 180 pieces offer a fascinating insight into this
artist’s genius.
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Gainsborough
Ruth Dangelmaier

Contributor Bio
Art historian Ruth Dangelmaier has worked for many years as a freelance writer and editor. She lives with
her family in Cologne.

Summary
Thomas Gainsborough was one of the great English portrait and landscape painters of the eighteenth century.
His modern manner of painting based on emotions was criticized by contemporaries such as Joshua Reynolds,
but it gave Gainsborough a special position in an art world dominated by academic rigor and earned him the
greatest appreciation from English society.
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Mucha
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
Art Nouveau, elegant ornamentation, and sensual women. Hardly any other artist proved a greater virtuoso in
this style than Alphonse Mucha. Discover not only the most beautiful of the Czech artist’s posters, but also
many of lesser-known works including oil paintings, furniture, interior design, and murals.
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Russian Painting 1800-1945
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Dr. Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
From the earliest examples of national art at the beginning of the 19th century and the romantic seascapes of
Aivasovsky, to the great Realists such as Ilya Repin, and the innovators of the Russian avant-garde, Russian
painting offers a wealth of works of art to rediscover. Grandiose landscapes, haunting portraits and exciting
artistic experiments – hardly any other artistic nation offers a comparable variety of styles and artistic
personalities. This book presents an overview of the most important Russian paintings, with more than 450
works.
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Erotic Art
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Dr. Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
This illustrated book presents representations of erotic art, the oldest civilizations in the mid-20th century.
Ingres, Fragonard, Japanese and Chinese prints, frescoes and vases from ancient Rome, 16th century
engravings, daguerreotypes from the late 19th century, drawings by Rodin, works by Schiele... Suggestive or
crude, these representations are among the most beautiful and remarkable in the history of art.
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Maritime Painting
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Dr. Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
Human beings have always been fascinated by the sea and have been navigating the seas, whether for trade
or discovery, since the beginning of civilization. As a result, boats and the sea have been depicted from an
early age in the visual arts. This volume offers numerous high-quality illustrations that trace the development
of maritime art. From the beginnings as a backdrop to other themes, to the time when the Dutch were
unrivalled masters of the seas, from the events on the sea depicted by the English, to the great studies of
nature of the Impressionists.
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Maria Sibylla Merian
Daniel Kiecol

Contributor Bio
Dr. Daniel Kiecol is a historian who also works as a writer and lecturer. His publications cover a variety of
cultural subjects.

Summary
Scientist, artist, and explorer: Maria Sibylla Merian (1647–1717) continues to fascinate with her highly
detailed depictions of flowers, butterflies, and other insects, all done with vibrant colors. This volume includes
many of Merian’s most beautiful drawings and prints.
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Art Deco
Franziska Bolz

Contributor Bio
Franziska Bolz is an ethnologist, art historian and curator. Her current focus is contemporary subjects and East
African art.

Summary
The Art Deco style, named after the International Exhibition of Decorative Arts, reached its peak in the 1920s.
A new artistic language driven by a formidable vital impulse born of recent peace, left its mark on urban and
domestic architecture, but also on all forms of design: furniture, mural painting, glassware, ceramics... This
book offers a magnificently illustrated panorama of this ornamental aesthetic, which blend into the world's
artistic landscape with materials as luxurious as lacquer, ivory or stingray.
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Art Nouveau
Uta Hasekamp

Contributor Bio
Art historian Uta Hasekamp edits and translates publications related to the history of art and writes, in
particular, on older art and horticulture.

Summary
Art Nouveau was a phenomenon with many faces. Between 1890 and 1910, artists developed a variety of
styles from the plant-like forms of the Belgian-French Art Nouveau to the ornamentation of the Viennese
Secession. They were all striving to create a new, modern style and pursued a comprehensive renewal of art
and, in some countries, also a renewed national identity.
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Bathrooms
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
Modern bathroom fixtures, new materials or the use of color give designers many ways of creating individual
bathrooms. Natural materials like stone, wood, ceramic or textiles help shape a desirable ambience. Striking
design, clever extras, classy elements, wallpaper, art and subtle accessoires make the bathroom into an
exceptional room. This book presents exclusive and stylish bathrooms which are not purely functional but also
a setting for repose and relaxation.
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Cool Apartments
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
This visual idea is just as inspiring for interior designers and architects as it is for private designers.
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Small Interiors
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
The illustrated book Small Interiors shows the variety and style of small living areas in more than 450
illustrations.
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The World around 1900
Juergen Sorges

Contributor Bio
Juergen Sorges writes as a travel journalist and author of numerous books.

Summary
More than 400 exceptional photographs portray life around the world at the turn of the last century.
Snapshots of the well-to-do and established old order are presented next to those of the fast-changing and
turbulent start of the 20th century.
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Vintage Industrial Interiors
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
Old factory spaces are often characterized by their spaciousness, high ceilings, large windows and special
finishes. This book sets out to convey the atmosphere of the vintage industrial style and the history and
development of industrial furniture design.
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Living with Wood
Alonso Claudia Martinez

Contributor Bio
Claudia Martinez Alonso, based in Barcelona, works for an international publisher. Her focus is on editing
architectural books.

Summary
Filled with inspiring photographs, this title explores the constructive and decorative potential of wood.
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Deserts of the World
Susanne Mack, Anthony Ham

Contributor Bio
Susanne Mack has been working as a freelance picture editor for international book and calendar publishers
since 1999. She specialises in selecting the right pictures for travel guides, non-fiction and illustrated books
and lives near Munich. / Anthony Ham is a freelance writer who specializes in Spain, Africa, the Arctic,
Outback Australia and the Middle East.

Summary
Imagine a sea of sand dunes the size of a European country, a world in motion, exquisite ridge lines perfectly
sculpted by the winds and stretching to a layered horizon. Or a remote mountain massif in black rock or
sandstone, hewn by the elements and marked in red ochre with the passage of ancient rock artists. Or a salt
pan shimmering to a seemingly endless horizon. Welcome to the world’s deserts, a realm of astonishing and
dramatic beauty, as much places of the soul and the imagination as actual physical terrain.
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Australia
Anthony Ham, Donna Wheeler

Contributor Bio
Anthony Ham is a freelance writer who specializes in Spain, Africa, the Arctic, Outback Australia and the
Middle East. / Donna Wheeler is the author of several travel guidebooks. She has published on contemporary
art, architecture and design, food, wine and history in a variety of publications.

Summary
Australia, situated between the Indian and Pacific Oceans, is rich in rainforest, deserts and mountains.
Geological wonders such as the Uluru, the Outback or the Great Barrier Reef characterize the country, as do
the coastline of dream beaches and surfing paradises with offshore islands. This book shows in over 500
pictures the uniqueness of the animal world above and under water and the untouched nature, in addition,
the cultural sides of the metropolises including Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and Canberra.
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Trees of the World
Tomas Micek, Hans Torwesten

Contributor Bio
Tomas Micek travels the world as a freelance photographer. He specializes in unique nature photography.

Summary
Travel from Europe, across Africa and the Americas to Australia as you learn about the baobab, the yucca, the
dracaena and many others. The book describes 30 species and genera and contains useful information and
distribution maps along with an impressive picture index.
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Andalusians & Lusitanos Iberian Horses
Gabriele Boiselle

Contributor Bio
Renowned equestrian photographer Gabriele Boiselle possesses a special gift. She has the ability to capture
the soul of the horse in her work. With an intimate understanding of horses and an intuitive feel for the
uniqueness of the moment, she manages to capture unforgettable memories. Her visual style has become her
trademark and has set the standard for many other photographers.

Summary
This book is intended as a tribute to the baroque horses of Spain and Portugal. For centuries impressive
Andalusian stallions have enchanted human beings and held them spellbound. They exude a beautiful compact
elegance and a royal aura. Whether in harness, under the saddle or running wild and free – their
magnificence is unique and infinite. These horses were considered an important status symbol and even used
to be weighed in terms of gold. Their legacy is immortal and is passed down throughout the generations in
the bloodlines of the Pura Raza Española. The horses of the Puro Sangre Lusitano from Portugal, with their
unique character and noble appearance, are of the same origin as their Spanish relatives. At the beginning of
the 18th century the Sun King João V. celebrated the heyday of equestrianism at his court in Lisbon. Lusitanos
were much prized and sought after by all the European royal courts. They exude a very special charisma, are
extremely impressive and truly magnificent.
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Earth's Magic Places
Tomas Micek, Hans Torwesten

Contributor Bio
Tomas Micek travels the world as a freelance photographer. He specializes in unique nature photography.

Summary
There are energetically charged buildings that are the handiwork of humanity: cathedrals, temples and other
examples of artistic and cultural creativity. The photographer Tomás Mícek focuses on another type of magical
place in this engaging collection of pictures: places brought forth by that great artist 'Mother Nature', places
whose fantastic formations can most certainly compete with our sacred buildings and spaces. This is not the
first time this master photographer has turned to the wonders of the Earth. He has already published the
collections Trees of the World and Magic Stones. This collection lies in the centre of a pentalogy. The planned
fourth volume will be entitled Unique Plants of the World, and the final part is to once again pay homage to
Planet Earth.
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Croatia & Montenegro
Claudia Bettray, Ingeborg Pils

Contributor Bio
Since 2002 Claudia Bettray has been working as a freelance editor and picture editor for international book
and calendar publishers. /Ingeborg Pils started her journalism career at the Su¨ddeutsche Zeitung. She likes
to travel both for work and leisure, always curious about the people and stories of a region. Since 1988 she
has been working as a freelancer and writer of non-fiction books.

Summary
Croatia, with its long coastline on the Adriatic Sea, captivates with its varied landscape which includes raging
waterfalls, untouched landscapes and over 1000 islands. The same applies to Montenegro, where you can find
rugged mountains, medieval villages and narrow beaches along the Adriatic coast. Dubrovnik, Split and
Zagreb are characterized by Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque buildings.
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Iceland
Petra Ender, Bernhard Mogge, Christian Nowak

Contributor Bio
Petra Ender is a trained translator and turned her passion into her profession 20 years ago. Today she lives
and works in Munich as a photographer and freelance picture editor for various publishing houses. / Bernhard
Mogge worked for many years as a journalist for radio and newspapers. Today he is an author, proofreader
and editor for various agencies, publishing houses and magazines and favors travel topics. His focus is on
North America, Scandinavia, Italy, Israel and the South Seas. / Christian Nowak travelled through India, Nepal
and South America with his backpack whilst a student of biology. The Berliner turned his passion into his
profession and today works as a freelance photographer and travel journalist and has written more than 40
travel guides.

Summary
Iceland's spectacular landscape is characterized by volcanism and abundance of water. Volcanoes, geysers,
thermal springs and lava fields are typical for the Nordic island state. This illustrated book shows over 350
images of glaciers, rugged peaks, weathered coastline and Icelandic fjords.
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American National Parks: Alaska, Northern & Eastern USA
Melanie Pawlitzki, Sabine von Kienlin

Contributor Bio
Melanie Pawlitzki, who holds a doctorate in American Studies, discovered her love of travelling at an early
age. After an exchange year in the USA, she toured the USA, Canada, New Zealand and Australia. She works
as a freelance editor and photographer near Munich. / Travelling and discovering the world belong to Sabine
von Kielin's passions alongside art and media. She financed her studies as a flight attendant and travelled
almost the whole of America and the most diverse places on earth. Since 2001, the art historian and trained
radio presenter has been working as a freelance author.

Summary
Wide, breathtaking landscapes, crystal-clear, blue lakes, high, snow-covered mountain peaks, but also wild
grizzlies, buffalos, mustangs and rare animal species: this is North America. With nearly 60 national parks,
the United States is preserving a living monument to the continent's pristine nature in an effort to make it
accessible to everyone. This volume presents 26 parks in over 450 photographs. Each has its own character
and individual charm.
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Morocco
Christine Metzger

Contributor Bio
As a travel journalist Christine Metzger has travelled all continents and published numerous travel guides and
reports from all over the world. The journalist, author and editor lives and works in Munich.

Summary
Morocco, situated between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, is culturally, culinarily and architecturally
influenced by Berbers, Arabs and Europeans. The country's diversity is reflected in the landscape of
Mediterranean coastal regions in the north and west, the high mountains in the interior, and the Sahara. In
over 500 photographs, this volume shows the multi-faceted landscape and oriental culture of Morocco.
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South Africa, Namibia & Botswana
Markus Hertrich, Christine Metzger

Contributor Bio
Markus Hertrich lives and works as a freelance photographer in Hamburg. During his travels (mainly America,
Africa and Asia) he creates reports about landscapes and people. / As a travel journalist Christine Metzger has
travelled all continents and published numerous travel guides and reports from all over the world. The
journalist, author and editor lives and works in Munich

Summary
In South Africa, at the southern tip of the African continent, one finds extreme deserts in the Kalahari at the
border to Namibia, subtropical forests in the southeast but also mountain ranges like the Drakensberg parallel
to the Indian Ocean. Beaches, lush vineyards and rugged cliffs at the Cape of Good Hope mark the diversity
of the country. The Kruger National Park is home to large game in the interior. Namibia, located in
southwestern Africa, is characterised by the Namib Desert along the Atlantic coast. To the north is the Etosha
National Park, whose salt pan attracts numerous wild animals such as rhinos and giraffes. The landscape of
Botswana, a landlocked country in South Africa, is desert on the one hand and a huge river delta with
seasonal flooding on the other hand, a habitat for lush vegetation and many animals. This volume presents
these three states in over 500 pictures. Natural spectacle and animal world could not be more contrasting.
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Canada
Karl-Heinz Raach, Bernhard Mogge

Contributor Bio
Photographer Karl-Heinz Raach specializes in travel topics. His pictures have already appeared in numerous
illustrated books and renowned magazines. Together with his wife he runs the Foto-Edition-Raach in Freiburg.
/ Bernhard Mogge worked for many years as a journalist for radio and newspapers. Today he is an author,
proofreader and editor for various agencies, publishing houses and magazines and favors travel topics. His
focus is on North America, Scandinavia, Italy, Israel and the South Seas.

Summary
Canada borders the USA in the south and the Arctic Circle in the north. This results in a landscape diversity
with endless forest areas in the south and ice and rock areas in the north, beyond the Arctic tree line. In over
500 pictures, this volume shows the multifaceted wilderness of Canada. These include the Banff National Park
in the Rocky Mountains, famous for its numerous lakes, and the Niagara Falls on the border with the USA. The
metropolis Toronto, Vancouver on the west coast, as well as the French-speaking cities Montreal or Quebec
and the capital Ottawa are included.
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Norway
Udo Bernhart, Rasso Knoller, Christian Nowak

Contributor Bio
Udo Bernhart has been working as a freelance photographer and photo journalist for more than 35 years and
has published countless reports in national and international magazines. Growing up in the Vinschgau and
closely connected to the South Tyrolean landscape, his commissions have taken him all over the world. /
Rasso Knoller, born in Augsburg, lives and works today as a journalist in Berlin. He has been a book author
since 1989 and has published more than 70 non-fiction books. He lived and worked in Helsinki, Stockholm
and Oslo for many years. His main travel destinations are Northern Europe and the English-speaking world. /
Christian Nowak travelled through India, Nepal and South America with his backpack whilst a student of
biology. The Berliner turned his passion into his profession and today works as a freelance photographer and
travel journalist and has written more than 40 travel guides.

Summary
Norway is known for its mountains, glaciers and deeply cut coastal fjords. Bergen, with its typical colorful
wooden houses, is a popular starting point for boat trips into the dramatic Sognefjord. This book shows in
almost 500 pictures the Scandinavian country in its scenic variety but also in its seasonal diversity. Snow, ice
and polar lights in winter, the special light of the midnight sun in summer.
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Portugal
Susanne Mack, Ralf Johnen

Contributor Bio
Susanne Mack has been working as a freelance picture editor for international book and calendar publishers
since 1999. She specialises in selecting the right pictures for travel guides, non-fiction and illustrated books
and lives near Munich. / Ralf Johnen worked as an editor for a Cologne daily newspaper for 15 years. Today
he works as a freelance journalist, author, photographer and editor in Cologne.

Summary
Portugal has developed a special cultural landscape due to its location between the Atlantic Ocean and
neighboring Spain. North African, Moorish influences have shaped a special cultural landscape that combines
with a multi-faceted landscape. In Portugal you will find impressive mountain ranges, dry plains, gentle hills
and rocky cliffs. In over 450 pictures, this volume shows Portugal's extraordinary diversity.
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Chile
Jennifer Wintgens, Marion Trutter

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Wintgens works for an international publisher. Her focus is editing photography and travel books. /
Marion Trutter, journalist from Munich, studied Hispanics and is a proven connoisseur of Latin America. She
has travelled the continent from Mexico to Tierra del Fuego.

Summary
Chile stretches along the Pacific coast of South America, west of the Andes, and is the longest country in the
world from north to south. The contrasting landscape offers the Atacama Desert in the north – the driest area
on earth, and in the south rainforests, lake landscapes and glaciers. Over 400 photographs present this
country from north to south with its fascinating world of desert landscapes, volcanoes, glaciers and a rich flora
and fauna.
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The Arabian Horse
Gabriele Boiselle

Contributor Bio
Renowned equestrian photographer Gabriele Boiselle possesses a special gift. She has the ability to capture
the soul of the horse in her work. With an intimate understanding of horses and an intuitive feel for the
uniqueness of the moment, she manages to capture unforgettable memories. Her visual style has become her
trademark and has set the standard for many other photographers.

Summary
The beauty and grace of full-blooded Arabians have captured hearts for centuries. These are intelligent, fleet-
footed, noble, curious, sensitive creatures who work hard and enjoy close relationships with humans. These
horses are also of special importance to Gabrielle Boiselle, because it was a magical encounter with an
Arabian stallion that convinced her to pursue her passion for equestrian photography. Boiselle has a unique
way of capturing the mystical charisma and elegance of the Arabian breed in her photos.
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The World's Most Beautiful Horses
Gabriele Boiselle

Contributor Bio
Renowned equestrian photographer Gabriele Boiselle possesses a special gift. She has the ability to capture
the soul of the horse in her work. With an intimate understanding of horses and an intuitive feel for the
uniqueness of the moment, she manages to capture unforgettable memories. Her visual style has become her
trademark and has set the standard for many other photographers.

Summary
It would be hard to pack a greater number of wonderful horse motifs between two book covers. There are
stunning images of 18 different breeds from varying continents, cultures and countries presented on 448 large
format pages. In this book – a compilation of the most beautiful and emotive examples in recent decades of
Gabriele Boiselle’s photographic work – the reader is immersed in the diverse and fascinating world of horses.
Again and again she succeeds in portraying these noble creatures with great intensity, and on every page the
reader can sense the love and professionalism that have given rise to a unique work.
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Thailand
Heidi Froehlich, Katja Sassmannshausen, Thilo Sche...

Contributor Bio
Heidi Fröhlich has been working successfully as a freelance photographer for 15 years with a focus on
reportage photography. Unforgettable impressions on numerous journeys through Africa and Asia inspire her
creative work. / Katja Sassmannshausen works full-time as a director for German television. As a freelance
picture editor she can combine her special eye for pictures with her passion for other countries and cultures. /
Thilo Scheu discovered his passion for travelling and exploring foreign countries early on. The geographer has
been working for many years as a travel journalist and travel book author for various publishing houses.

Summary
The mountainous northern region, the flooded landscapes of the northeast during the rainy season and the
fertile agricultural land in the interior, irrigated by the Chao Phraya River, represent only a part of Thailand's
special diversity. In addition there is the lively capital Bangkok and the dream beaches in the extreme south
with the offshore islands in the Gulf of Thailand. More than 500 pictures show the country in all its beauty,
which is influenced by Buddhism.
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